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Introduction

The complexity of cancer care has changed dramatically 
in the past decade. Advances in genomic science and pro-
teomics have resulted in approvals of companion diagnos-
tics, next-generation sequencing (NGS) platforms, and 
novel immunotherapies and targeted therapies, which offer 
more precise treatments in contrast to the “one-size-fits-all” 
chemotherapy model. These novel agents have toxicities 
that require different management strategies [1]. Moreo-
ver, pharmacogenomics (PGx) research shows that a better 
understanding of how cancer drugs and supportive agents 
are metabolized by patients is essential to inform clinical 
decision-making. We are better able to determine which 
patients may be at risk for side effects or drug failure based 
on metabolism status in order to select treatment options 
and/or dosages that are precise to and therefore optimal 
for patients [2]. Finally, there has been tremendous work 
developing guidelines for diagnostics, treatment, supportive 
care, post-treatment rehabilitation and survivorship, and pal-
liative and end-of-life care. Therefore, it is understandable 
that cancer patients, busy oncology care teams, and health 
systems are dealing together with greater complexity, for 
which clearer and accessible direction is needed to support 
clinical decisions.

In this editorial, we focus on the clinical challenges and 
opportunities for effective supportive care, resulting from 
recent advances in PGx. The authors draw on current litera-
ture and their clinical experiences to delineate these chal-
lenges and opportunities and suggest future directions to 
facilitate application at point-of-care.

Clinical problem

Precision drug dosing is important for both anticancer and 
supportive care drugs because of interindividual variabil-
ity in drug exposure [3]. Accidental overdosing in poor 
metabolizers (or ultrarapid metabolizers receiving a prod-
rug) may result in unnecessary side effects before doses are 
subsequently adjusted based on tolerability [4]. For example, 
patients with dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase deficiency 
have a significantly higher risk of developing fluoropyrimi-
dine-related toxicities, which in rare circumstances can be 
fatal [5]. It is also particularly problematic for supportive 
care medications which are employed to prevent or treat 
the side effects of chemotherapy if they add significant side 
effects themselves. Even the gut microbiota may impact 
toxicity to novel immune checkpoint inhibitors [6], further 
complicating their use in practice.

However, underdosing will result in lack of efficacy, which 
may not be apparent with anticancer treatment until the next 
tumor measurement. Underdosing of supportive care drugs, 
which renders them ineffective, may result in dose reduction 
of the anticancer treatment to reduce its toxicity. For support-
ive care agents where drug exposure is related to efficacy and 
toxicity, therapeutic drug monitoring may address exposure 
variability. PGx is one component of individual variation in the 
required dosing but has not been routinely used to individual-
ize drug selection or dosing because of limited robust clinical 
trials, barriers to accessing results in real-time at the point of 
care, lack of education/awareness on how to apply the results 
in practice, and cost [7].
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Failure to undertake PGx testing when appropriate can 
result in poorer outcomes because of incorrect dosing and/
or drug selection [2]. Incorrect dosing can result in increased 
emergency department visits due to toxicities and treatment 
delays, thereby deleteriously affecting outcomes [8], reduced 
patient satisfaction with care [2], and provider disenchant-
ment with treatment options [9].

Dose‑exposure response relationship

Drug exposure–response relationship is critical for establish-
ing dosages used in early phase clinical trials [10]. The gen-
eral hypothesis is that a higher dose results in higher expo-
sure (measured by area under the concentration–time [AUC] 
curve), which leads to better response and/or increased tox-
icity risk. Data with certain drugs, such as monoclonal anti-
bodies and those eliciting immune responses, have shown 
this is not always true [11]. For example, the dose–response 
or exposure–response curve may plateau at maximum target 
receptor occupancy, in which case higher doses may result in 
increased off-target effects and increased toxicity risk with-
out added benefit.

Pharmacokinetic-guided dosing has been explored for 
certain chemotherapies based on the exposure–response 
profile and therapeutic index. One well-known example 
is busulfan, an alkylating agent commonly used as part of 
conditioning regimens for hematopoietic cell transplanta-
tion. Busulfan exhibits first-order kinetics, and its AUC 
has been correlated with drug-related toxicities, primarily 
veno-occlusive disease, and transplant relapse [12]. As a 
result, pharmacokinetic-guided dosing targeting prespecified 
AUCs or AUC ranges has become widely adopted across 
transplant centers, which has resulted in increased toler-
ability and improved transplant outcomes. However, this is 
the exception, and pharmacokinetic-dosing is not universal 
across narrow therapeutic cancer drugs.

PGx can alter drug pharmacokinetics, including metabo-
lism, clearance, and AUC [13]. In an ideal scenario, PGx 
testing would be performed to preemptively assist with drug 
or dose selection, followed by therapeutic drug monitoring 
to target prespecified therapeutic concentrations or AUCs. 
The examples below discuss how PGx variation may impact 
the dose-exposure relationship for commonly used support-
ive care drugs in cancer patients.

Key resources for evaluating PGx effect 
on drug exposure–response

The Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementation Consor-
tium (CPIC) is a network of PGx experts who curate PGx 
data identified in the primary literature and develop guide-
lines on how to translate PGx test results into actionable 

prescribing decisions [14]. The Pharmacogenomics Knowl-
edgebase (PharmGKB) is another comprehensive resource 
that curates knowledge about the impact of genetic varia-
tion on drug response [15]. The Pharmacogene Variation 
(PharmVar) Consortium is a central repository for PGx vari-
ation that focuses on haplotype structure and allelic varia-
tion [16]. PGx efforts are synchronized between PharmVar, 
PharmGKB, and CPIC, providing clinicians, researchers, 
labs, and payers critical resources for evaluating the clinical 
actionability of drug-gene interactions.

The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has also 
published a table of pharmacogenetic associations in Febru-
ary 2020, which is meant to provide the agency’s stance on 
the state of the science in PGx [17]. The table categorizes 
drug-gene interactions into three sections of PGx associa-
tions: those for which the data support therapeutic manage-
ment recommendations; those for which the data indicate a 
potential impact on safety or response; and those for which 
the data demonstrate a potential impact on pharmacokinetic 
properties only.

Awareness of and knowledge on how to apply these 
resources to integrate PGx information into medication man-
agement processes are critical. It is important to recognize 
there are some differences in recommendations between the 
FDA and CPIC/PharmGKB; however, these groups likely 
utilize different sources of information for making PGx-
based recommendations and thus should be used holistically 
in the context of the entire patient to determine optimal phar-
macotherapy management.

Supportive care PGx

Several supportive therapies for cancer-related symptoms are 
prone to PGx variation and could result in under or overex-
posure. For example, ondansetron is one of the most widely 
prescribed antiemetics for cancer patients. Ondansetron is 
partly inactivated by CYP2D6, and ultrarapid metabolizers 
may be at risk for underexposure. Studies have suggested 
these patients may have increased rates of breakthrough 
nausea/vomiting [18]. CPIC guidelines suggest alternative 
therapies, such as granisetron, which is not metabolized by 
CYP2D6 [19]. Further, the haplotype ABCB1 is related to 
increased risk of delayed emesis but not in the acute phase, 
whereas polymorphisms in OCT1 may increase the efficacy 
of tropisetron and ondansetron [20, 21]. Further studies are 
required to validate the role of these drug transporters on 
drug response.

Many cancer populations are at risk for infections due to 
being heavily immunosuppressed, especially those undergo-
ing hematopoietic cell transplantation. Voriconazole, a com-
monly used azole antifungal, is inactivated by CYP2C19. 
About one-third of Caucasians and African Americans carry 
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the *17 allele which results in increased enzyme activity. 
CYP2C19 rapid and ultrarapid metabolizers have a higher 
likelihood of underexposure and thus increased risk of 
breakthrough fungal infections [22]. CPIC guidelines sug-
gest using an alternative antifungal in these patients (as well 
as in poor metabolizers due to increased toxicity risk) [23], 
but genotype-guided dosing trials have also shown adminis-
tration of higher up front voriconazole doses can normalize 
trough levels without increasing toxicity risk [24, 25].

Pain is one of the most commonly reported symptoms 
by patients with cancer. Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory 
drugs (NSAIDs) are commonly prescribed for mild to 
moderate pain, while more severe pain is typically treated 
with opioids. Most NSAIDs are hepatically metabolized by 
CYP2C9, 1A2, and 3A4, before renal clearance. CYP2C9 
genotype is associated with phenotypic variability, which 
alters drug metabolism and plasma NSAID concentrations. 
Studies have identified an association between decreased and 
no function alleles with increased drug exposure and toxicity 
risk [26]. Depending on the specific NSAID, CPIC guide-
lines recommend dose adjustments in certain intermediate 
and poor metabolizers [26].

Some opioids, on the other hand, are metabolized by 
CYP2D6 to active, more potent, metabolites. For example, 
codeine and tramadol require activation by CYP2D6 to 
morphine and o-desmethyltramadol, respectively. CYP2D6 
poor metabolizers are at risk of underexposure of the active 
metabolite and thus reduced analgesia, whereas ultrarapid 
metabolizers are at risk of overexposure and increased tox-
icity. CPIC guidelines suggest using an alternative opioid 
not metabolized by CYP2D6 [27]. Of note, hydrocodone 
and oxycodone have varying levels of CYP2D6-mediated 
metabolism and may be prone to PGx variation, although 
the data is less clear. Pharmacodynamic based genes, such 
as those encoding for the mu-opioid receptor (OPRM1) and 
catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT), may also affect opi-
oid sensitivity and morphine equivalents required for pain 
relief, although guidelines suggest these are not actionable 
and dosing should be based on tolerability alone [27].

Proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) are also frequently used 
in cancer patients to combat acid reflux and other gastro-
intestinal-related complications. Most PPIs (omeprazole, 
lansoprazole, pantoprazole, and dexlansoprazole) are 
metabolized and inactivated by CYP2C19. Rapid and ult-
rarapid metabolizers are at higher risk of underexposure and 
increased risk of therapeutic failure. CPIC guidelines sug-
gest increasing the starting daily dose by up to 100% [28]. 
Alternatively, intermediate and poor metabolizers are at 
risk of overexposure and related side effects. The guidelines 
recommend starting with standard dosing, but for chronic 
therapy consider a 50% dose reduction to avoid long-term 
complications.

Lastly, psychotropics are commonly prescribed to cancer 
patients experiencing depressive symptoms. Many selec-
tive serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), including citalo-
pram, escitalopram, and sertraline, are also inactivated by 
CYP2C19. Similar to PPIs and voriconazole, rapid and ult-
rarapid metabolizers are at risk of underexposure and thera-
peutic failure, whereas poor and intermediate metabolizers 
are at risk for overexposure and drug-related side effects. 
Other antidepressants are metabolized by CYP2D6, includ-
ing paroxetine and vortioxetine. Some, like tricyclic antide-
pressants (TCAs), may be metabolized by both CYP2C19 
and CYP2D6. Numerous pharmacokinetic studies have 
confirmed the impact of CYP2C19 and CYP2D6 genetic 
variation on drug concentrations for various psychotropics 
[29]. Subsequently, randomized trials have suggested that 
PGx-guided antidepressant selection can improve response 
and remission rates [30]. CPIC guidelines provide specific 
drug and dose selection recommendations for SSRIs and 
TCAs [31].

Drug interactions/phenoconversion

Potential metabolic drug interactions within supportive 
care drug combinations and between the supportive care 
drugs and cytotoxics must be considered. An instructive 
example is antiemetic prophylaxis where triple antiemetic 
therapy with a 5-hydroxytryptamime3 receptor inhibitor, a 
 neurokinin1 inhibitor, and dexamethasone is the evidence-
based recommendation for chemotherapy combinations of 
high emetic potential [32]. Aprepitant, or its intravenous for-
mulation fosaprepitant, is a moderate inhibitor of CYP3A4. 
This increases the AUC of dexamethasone 2.2-fold, which 
means that with concomitant use, the dose of dexametha-
sone should be halved to reduce dexamethasone toxicity 
[33]. There is no clinically important interaction reported 
with ondansetron. To date, there have not been obvious 
interactions between aprepitant or fosaprepitant and chemo-
therapy drugs such as the taxanes, etoposide, irinotecan, the 
vinca alkaloids, and imatinib which are also metabolized 
by CYP3A4. However, aprepitant has a small measurable 
inhibitory effect on the activation of cyclophosphamide and 
the metabolism of thiotepa [34].

Drugs potentially used concomitantly with cancer ther-
apy, which are strong CYP3A4 inducers, include rifampicin 
and unorthodox therapies such as St John’s Wort, which will 
reduce the concentration of aprepitant, whereas strong inhib-
itors such as ketoconazole can increase the AUC of aprepi-
tant up to fivefold. Aprepitant also induces the metabolism 
of drugs metabolized by CYP2C9 which requires careful 
monitoring of drugs such as warfarin, phenytoin, and tol-
butamide [33, 34].
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Lastly, phenoconversion refers to the ability of moderate 
to strong inhibitors to convert genotypic normal metabo-
lizers into phenotypic intermediate or poor metabolizers of 
drugs metabolized by that enzyme [35]. For example, several 
antidepressants like paroxetine, fluoxetine, and bupropion 
are strong CYP2D6 inhibitors. Concomitant use of these 
medications can convert genotypic normal metabolizers 
into phenotypic poor metabolizers, which could have drastic 
effects on drugs metabolized by CYP2D6, including opioids, 
but also anticancer therapies like tamoxifen, thus resulting 
in poorer patient outcomes.

Conclusion/future directions

Treatment decisions in oncology must be understood in the 
context of the broader cancer care continuum, from screen-
ing, suspicion of disease, diagnostic work-up, diagnosis, 
staging, treatment selection, supportive care, post-treatment 
rehabilitation and follow-up, and palliative and end-of-life 
care. More than ever, decision-making today is more com-
plex. The advent and expansion of innovative diagnostic 
tests, including NGS platforms that provide understand-
ing of the molecular attributes of the cancer, genetic tests 
performed to determine potential hereditary genes driving 
cancer cell proliferation, and pre-emptive PGx testing to 
determine individual patient’s capacity to metabolize both 
treatment and supportive agents are all fundamental now 
to improving outcomes and mitigating toxicities. Moreover, 
the costs of these tests have reduced in recent years. While 
clinicians must make decisions based on assessment of cost 
and benefit to the patient, the cost effectiveness of avoid-
ing ineffective drugs or drugs that produce greater toxicity 
that might result in expensive emergency department visits 
or hospitalizations will result in greater acceptance of and 
use of these tests to inform treatment and supportive care 
decision-making. The involvement of the epigenome, tran-
scriptome, proteome, metabolome, and microbiome further 
complicates the effect of genomics on drug response and 
toxicity.

We recognize the enormous complexity of data emerging 
from molecular testing. Making sense of these data is diffi-
cult enough, especially in a timely manner. Couple sequenc-
ing, hereditary germline testing, and PGx testing with other 
patient data, including co-morbid conditions, current medi-
cations and drug interactions, allergies, fitness, nutrition, and 
psychosocial status exceed the ability of a busy community 
oncologist to process these data in real time. Artificial intel-
ligence (AI) platforms, including expert-based systems and 
those architected with machine learning capability, are no 
longer the future. AI platforms are essential today to ensure 
consistent application of evidence-based guidelines and 
practice in an era of highly complex oncology care.
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